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brokerage you choose matters. Triplemint’s
use of data and predictive analytics gives
buyers exclusive access to properties they
can’t see online and delivers sellers the most
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qualified and motivated buyers. The result?
Tomorrow’s opportunities, today.
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BUYER’S GUIDE: BENEFITS OF USING A BUYER’S AGENT

BENEFITS
OF USING A
BUYER’S AGENT
Buying real estate in New York City is notoriously
complex. Your Triplemint buyer’s agent will help
you navigate these complexities by leading the
search, application, contract, finance, and closing
processes, all at no cost to you. Your agent will
put the right team together to make your
transaction seamless.

TOP 5 REASONS TO USE A
TRIPLEMINT BUYER’S AGENT
01 Only Triplemint agents provide access to
properties that are not currently listed on the
market.

02 Triplemint agents are highly trained negotiation
experts who work to ensure your offer gets
accepted at the most favorable price.

03 Triplemint agents are neighborhood experts,
entrenched in local communities, providing you
with early access to information.

04 The extensive and curated list of attorneys,
mortgage professionals, estate planners,
and other professionals we recommend ensures
that you have the best resource for every
situation.

05 There is no charge for using a Triplemint
buyer’s agent.
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BUYER’S GUIDE: YOUR HOMEBUYING TIMELINE

YOUR HOMEBUYING TIMELINE
Acquiring real estate in New York City is daunting. Your expert Triplemint agent will guide you every step of the
way until you move into your dream property!

1
PREPARE THE FOUNDATION

7
IN CONTRACT!

ATTORNEY DUE DILIGENCE

Your attorney will review the history of the
building to ensure that it’s in sound condition,
both physically and financially.

8
MORTGAGE APPROVAL

The bank will confirm your income, assets, and
credit. They will also collect information about the
financial status of the building and arrange for a
property appraisal. Once approved (which takes
approximately three weeks), you’ll be issued a
mortgage commitment.

The moment has come for you to put your
money where your heart is. Be prepared to
put 10% down when you sign the contract,
which commits you to the property, subject to
certain conditions.

TRIPLEMINT TIP: The attorney typically
spends five to ten business days
conducting due diligence.

9

TRIPLEMINT TIP: The board will not review
your application without the mortgage
commitment letter.

On closing day, you, your agent, and the listing
agent will do a final inspection to ensure
everything is in working order.

BOARD PACKAGE (CO-OP/ CONDO ONLY)

This is one of the steps where buyers are beyond
thankful that they have an agent. Your agent will
compile your board package, which is a lengthy
and complicated process.

TRIPLEMINT TIP: Most co-ops will invite

prospective buyers to a board interview
after reviewing their board package. Your
agent can coach you beforehand to ensure
you put your best foot forward in the
interview.

11

10
FINAL WALK-THROUGH

TRIPLEMINT TIP: Multiple offers can be
accepted, but only one wins! Preparing
your foundation in step one can help you
beat the competition!

apartment love letter to the seller to make
your offer as compelling as possible!

you cannot live without. It will help you
focus on what’s important!

6

Your offer was accepted... but don’t buy
window treatments just yet! Now your agent
and the seller’s agent prepare a deal sheet for
the attorneys to develop a contract.

TRIPLEMINT TIP: Submit your bio with an

TRIPLEMINT TIP: Establish three to four things

appear stronger if your loan is from
a reputable lending institution with
a local presence in New York City.

5

Your agent will help you craft the most powerful
offer by analyzing market conditions, buyer
demand, and uncovering the seller’s
motivations.

Your agent will start by gaining an understanding
of your needs and criteria, then curate a search
including every relevant property on and off the
market.

TRIPLEMINT TIP: Your offer will

OFFER ACCEPTED!

SUBMIT AN OFFER

GO SHOPPING

Work with your agent to complete an asset and
liability form, find a mortgage professional and
real estate attorney, and get a loan pre-approval
if you’re obtaining financing.

4

3

2

THE CLOSING

It’s time to sign on the dotted line! Your
attorney will send you a copy of everything
you’ve signed at closing.

MOVE IN!
Your Triplemint agent will guide you through every step of the buying journey, will
save you thousands by negotiating on your behalf, and will ensure that the process
is as seamless and efficient as possible.

TRIPLEMINT TIP: Take pictures of any

discrepancies and send them to your
attorney. Don’t forget to check the outlets!
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BUYER’S GUIDE: SETTING YOUR CRITERIA

SETTING YOUR
CRITERIA
With an understanding of what you can afford
and a pre-approval in hand, it is time to work
with your buyer’s agent on your must-haves
and nice-to-haves. For example, are you really
okay going ten minutes in the rain to get to the
nearest subway? Do you need a park nearby?
Is outdoor space a must?

GO SHOPPING!
With your criteria defined, it’s time to pound the pavement!
Your agent will curate a list of properties and set up
appointments to view them with you. Define your criteria
on triplemint.com, where you can save searches based
on price, size, neighborhood, amenities, total monthly
payment, and much more.

TIPS
■■

■■

Be prepared to fall in and out of love with properties.
Always go back to your list of must-haves and
nice-to-haves to help ground you
You want to be prepared to submit a strong offer at a
moment’s notice. Make sure your REBNY form and loan
pre-approval (if you need one) are complete
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BUYER’S GUIDE: PROPERTY TYPES AND DIFFERENCES

PROPERTY
TYPES AND
DIFFERENCES
New York City has several options for types of
property. Read on to learn whether a condo,
co-op, townhouse, or multi-family home is
right for you.

CONDOS
When you buy a condo, you buy real
property. You receive a deed for your
specific unit along with an undivided
interest in the common areas. A condo
is managed by a board of directors.
Technically, the board has the right of first
refusal to every apartment that’s offered
for sale, but this option is rarely exercised.
Condos typically cost between 20-25%
more than co-ops. Condos comprise
approximately 25% of the NYC real estate
market and are great for investors or
buyers who may not meet the financial
requirements of a co-op.

FINANCING
Typically up to 90%

INVENTORY
Approximately 25% of NYC market

OWNERSHIP
Individual deed

BUILDING APPROVAL
Condos require a board package
but not an interview

MONTHLY EXPENSES
Common charges and
real estate taxes

SUBLET POLICY
Flexible and thus investor-friendly

COST
Generally more expensive than a co-op
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CO-OPS
When you purchase a co-op, you buy shares
in the corporation that owns the building,
instead of owning the actual property.
Most co-ops are financially sound and are
managed by a Board of Directors, who
approve all prospective buyers. You and your
buyer’s agent will put together an extensive
application in preparation for your co-op
board interview.
Co-ops are generally purchased as primary
residences, as their sublet policies often
require owner occupancy for at least two
out of every five years. As a result, many
NYC investors prefer condos, which means
that co-ops are typically less expensive than
condos. In addition, co-ops typically have
lower closing costs than condos.

FINANCING
Typically up to 80%

INVENTORY
Approximately 75% of NYC market

OWNERSHIP
Shares in the corporation

BUILDING APPROVAL
Detailed board package
and interview process

TOWNHOMES AND
MULTI-FAMILY HOMES
Townhomes are either freestanding homes
or row homes, which the purchaser owns
outright. They are typically laid out as
single-family or multi-family homes with
between one to four units. Owning a
townhome offers increased privacy and
the potential to earn rental income on
the units that are not owner-occupied.
Townhome owners are responsible for all
costs associated with the home, including
maintenance, utilities,
and taxes.

FINANCING
Typically up to 80%

INVENTORY
Neighborhood-specific

OWNERSHIP
Individual deed

BUILDING APPROVAL
Not applicable

MONTHLY EXPENSES

MONTHLY EXPENSES

Maintenance charges

Taxes and homeowner’s insurance

SUBLET POLICY

SUBLET POLICY

Restrictive and building-specific

Not applicable

COST

COST

Generally less expensive than a condo

Neighborhood-specific
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BUYER’S GUIDE: SUBMITTING OFFERS

SUBMITTING
OFFERS
Great news! You found a property you
want to buy. While putting in an offer
is very exciting, you need to know that
competition can be fierce and bidding
wars are typical in New York City.

MAKING A
SMART OFFER
To ensure you are submitting a
competitive offer, your Triplemint
agent will provide you with
information about comparable sales
in the neighborhood and plan an
offer strategy with you. The offer
will include not just the price, but
additional information about you,
your finances, and your closing date
to ensure you are positioned as the
most qualified buyer for this seller.

TIPS
■■

■■

■■

■■

Being the first to make a solid offer can give
you a leg up
You should plan to put at least 20% down (not
including closing costs)
Writing a heartfelt letter to the seller as part of
your offer can go a long way
Don’t lose your dream property over a few
dollars when the potential appreciation greatly
outweighs what it will take to secure the
winning bid

Your agent will submit your offer to
the listing broker and the seller will
either accept, reject, or counter.
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BUYER’S GUIDE: MORTGAGE VS. CASH | OFFER ACCEPTED

MORTGAGE
VS. CASH

OFFER
ACCEPTED

If you are purchasing a property with

Congratulations on getting your offer accepted! A deal sheet

a mortgage, you’ll need a pre-approval

will now be sent to the attorneys involved so they can

letter from a mortgage lender, which is a

begin negotiating your contract.

written estimate stating how much you
will likely be able to borrow based on an
initial review of your credit and financial
information.
The pre-approval letter is critical to obtain
early on, as it shows you have the financial
means to secure a loan large enough to
purchase.

ALL-CASH OFFERS
There are a lot of all-cash offers in
New York City, so it is critical that you
have your financials in order and are
ready to move quickly. Purchasing a
property with cash is often preferred
by sellers, as buyer financing
adds layers of time and risk to the
transaction. If you plan to obtain
a mortgage, Triplemint agents are
adept at submitting offers that can
compete with all-cash offers.

TIPS
■■

■■

■■

Knowing your credit score well in advance will
give you time to address any errors
The lender considers your income, assets,
credit, and property appraisal as part of the
mortgage approval process
It’s best to obtain a mortgage pre-approval
letter before looking at properties

THE CONTRACT
PROCESS
The seller’s attorney will send
the contract to your attorney for
review. Your attorney will conduct
due diligence before you sign the
contract. Upon signing, your deposit
(usually 10% of the purchase price)
is submitted to the seller’s attorney
and held in escrow until closing.

TIPS
■■

■■

■■

Note that the listing agent may continue to
show the property until the contract is signed
Co-op boards can turn down a buyer even
after the contract is signed
Real estate contracts are extremely hard to
break - before signing, make sure it meets your
needs!
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BUYER’S GUIDE: BOARD APPROVAL | THE CLOSING

BOARD
APPROVAL

THE CLOSING

With a signed contract in hand, it’s time to

Congratulations! The long-awaited step of receiving your

prepare your application to submit to the

keys has arrived!

building’s board. The application includes
your financial statements, mortgage
approval, and personal references.
For co-ops, you will also be invited to a
board interview.
Your agent will play a critical role in
helping you gather and present the
information in a manner that best suits
the requirements of the board.

BOARD
INTERVIEW

FINAL
STEPS
TIPS

Your agent will be heavily involved
in preparing you for the interview
process, which should be nothing

■■

more than a formality if you and
your agent have compiled a strong
board package.
Co-op boards generally provide an
approval or rejection within a few
days of the interview.

■■

Some co-op boards only meet once a month,
so it’s critical to speak with your agent to
understand your deliverables and timeline
in advance
Your agent will prepare you for the board
interview by providing you with a list of
potential questions and tips on behavior
and attire

TIPS

A number of actions need to
happen before closing (some of
which are property dependent),

■■

including receiving clear title,
clearance to close on your
mortgage, and the final

■■

walk-through.
■■

During the final walk-through, take pictures of
any discrepancies from the original contract
and send to your attorney prior to closing
Make sure you keep all signed
closing documents in a safe and accessible
place
Don’t lose sight of what you’ve accomplished;
make sure you enjoy the moment!
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BUYER’S GUIDE: TYPICAL ESTIMATED CLOSING COSTS

TYPICAL ESTIMATED
CLOSING COSTS
These are estimates for illustrative purposes, and potential buyers and
sellers should consult their real estate attorney for specifics. As such, these
figures do not represent the entirety of potential costs, and should only be
used as a guide.

CONDO AND TOWNHOUSE CLOSING COSTS
NON-MORTGAGE RELATED EXPENSES
Based on a $1,000,000 purchase.

MORTGAGE RELATED CLOSING COSTS
Based on a $1,000,000 purchase with 80% financing.

TYPE OF COST

ESTIMATED COST

EXPLANATION

NYC MORTGAGE TAX

$15,400

1.925% of loan amount minus $30 for mortgages $500,000
and higher; 1.8% of loan amount minus $30 for mortgages of
less than $500,000.

BANK ATTORNEY FEE

$1,000 – $1,250

The bank is represented by an attorney and the cost is passed
onto the borrower. Varies by bank.

MORTGAGE ORIGINATION FEE

$500 – $800 plus points

Fee that goes to the mortgage broker or banker. Between
0 – 3%, negotiable. A point is 1% of the loan amount.

MORTGAGE APPLICATION FEE

$350 – $650

Charged by bank when purchaser applies for
mortgage loan.

PROCESSING FEE

$330 – $500

Charged by bank and typically collected at closing.

APPRAISAL FEE

$500 – $2,000

Appraisal lets a lender know what the loan collateral will
sell for in a worst-case scenario. No bank will lend without an
appraisal. Fee is usually paid upfront and
non-refundable.

CREDIT REPORT FEE

$20 – $50

Lender fee to check borrower’s credit.

TAX ESCROW

Two to six months of
yearly taxes and insurance

The bank will establish an escrow account for future taxes and
insurance. Borrowers will deposit about two to four months
worth of taxes and insurance to hold as a cushion in case of
future increases. The escrow balance will be returned to the
borrower upon payoff of the loan.

LENDER’S TITLE INSURANCE
PREMIUM

$930

Insures lender as first lien holder.

HOMEOWNER’S INSURANCE

$1,000 – $5,000 per year

Required by bank for condos, townhouses, and
single/multi-family homes.

TYPE OF COST

ESTIMATED COST

EXPLANATION

REAL ESTATE BROKER FEE

$0

Sellers pay the entirety of real estate broker fees.

ATTORNEY’S FEES

$2,500 – $5,000

New York State requires all parties to a real estate transaction
to be represented by counsel.

NY STATE MANSION TAX

$10,000+

For properties priced at $1,000,000 or more, tax rates range
from 1% – 3.9% of the sales price.

RECORDING FEES

$250 – $750

All property-related documents must be copied, certified, and
filed with the New York City Register.

OWNER’S TITLE INSURANCE
PREMIUM

$4,500

$450 per $100,000 of purchase price. Variable by transaction.

TYPE OF COST

ESTIMATED COST

EXPLANATION

MUNICIPAL SEARCHES

$750 – $1,000

Title searches for taxes, c/o, liens, judgments, etc.

NYC TRANSFER TAX

$14,250

Paid by the buyer when purchasing new construction from a
sponsor. 1% if price is less than $500,000. 1.425% if the price
is greater than or equal to $500,000.

BUILDING APPLICATION FEE

$250 – $700

Varies by building.

NY STATE TRANSFER TAX

$4,000

Paid by the buyer when purchasing new construction from
a sponsor. 0.4% of the sale price ($4 per every $1,000 of
purchase price).

BUILDING CREDIT CHECK

$75 – $125

Varies by building.

SPONSOR’S ATTORNEY FEE

$2,500 – $3,500

Paid by the buyer when purchasing new construction from a
sponsor.

MOVE-IN FEE

$250 – $1,000

Varies by building.

WORKING CAPITAL FUND
CONTRIBUTION

One to two months of
common charges

Contribution to the condo’s operating funds.

MOVE-IN DEPOSIT

$1,000 – $1,500

Usually refundable after closing/move-in.

RESERVE FUND CONTRIBUTION

One to two months of
common charges

Contribution to the condo’s reserve funds.

NEW DEVELOPMENT

Additional closing costs based on a $1,000,000 purchase.
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TYPICAL ESTIMATED
CLOSING COSTS

MORTGAGE RELATED CLOSING COSTS
Based on a $1,000,000 co-op purchase with 80% financing.

TYPE OF COST

ESTIMATED COST

EXPLANATION

MORTGAGE ORIGINATION FEE

$500 – $800 plus points

Fee that goes to the mortgage broker or banker. Between
0 – 3%, negotiable. A point is 1% of the loan amount.

MORTGAGE APPLICATION FEE

$350 – $650

Charged by bank when purchaser applies for
mortgage loan.

APPRAISAL FEE

$500 – $2,000

Appraisal lets a lender know what the loan collateral will sell
for in a worst-case scenario. No bank will lend without an
appraisal. Fee is usually paid upfront and
non-refundable.

CREDIT REPORT FEE

$20 – $50

Banks will charge this to obtain a credit report. The higher
your credit score, the better mortgage rate you will receive.

$150

Banks require a questionnaire to be filled out by the
co-op’s management company in order for the bank to
approve the co-op for lending. Questions pertaining to the
co-op include financials of the building, maintenance history,
number of units, and max financing permitted.

These are estimates for illustrative purposes, and potential buyers and
sellers should consult their real estate attorney for specifics. As such, these
figures do not represent the entirety of potential costs, and should only be
used as a guide.

CO-OP CLOSING COSTS
NON-MORTGAGE RELATED EXPENSES
Based on a $1,000,000 co-op purchase.

TYPE OF COST

ESTIMATED COST

EXPLANATION

REAL ESTATE BROKER FEE

0% of the purchase price

Sellers pay the entirety of the real estate
brokerage fee.

$10,000+

For properties priced at $1,000,000 or more, tax rates range
from 1% – 3.9%.

NY STATE MANSION TAX

CO-OP QUESTIONNAIRE FEE

RECOGNITION AGREEMENT FEE $300 – $350
ATTORNEY’S FEES

$2,500 – $5,000

CO-OP BOARD APPLICATION FEE $300 – $500

In New York, each party to a real estate transaction is
required to be represented by an attorney.

This agreement delineates the competing interests of the
bank and co-op in the unit. Closing cannot take place until
this is executed by the bank, the co-op, and the purchaser.
This agreement requires the co-op to notify the bank if you
sublease, fail to pay maintenance, or seek refinancing. The
bank will keep the original stock certificate until the loan is
paid off or apartment is sold.

Co-op management company typically charges a processing
fee to review the board package before it is sent to the board.

CO-OP CREDIT CHECK FEE

$50 – $100

Co-op performs its own credit check.

MOVE-IN FEE

$250 – $1,000

Co-ops typically charge each buyer a fee and security deposit
to move in.

MOVE-IN DEPOSIT

$1,000 – $1,500

Usually refundable after closing/move-in.

TITLE SEARCH/LIEN SEARCH

$350 – $500

Searches the names of sellers, buyers, and the subject
premises for any liens or judgments.

BANK ATTORNEY FEE

$1,000 – $1,500

The bank is represented by an attorney. The bank passes this
cost on to you, the borrower.

CONTENTS INSURANCE

$500 – $1,000 per year

Required by bank for condos, townhouses, and
single/multi-family homes.

UCC RECORDING FEE

$100 – $150

The bank files a UCC-1 to secure its interest in the unit.
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TRIPLEMINT’S
PRE-MARKET PLATFORM
OUR APPROACH,
YOUR ADVANTAGE

INCREASED ACCESS
Make more informed real estate decisions by accessing our
robust inventory of properties before they hit the market.

SMARTER RESULTS
We use predictive analytics to anticipate the market and
deliver the best matches to you.

PERSONALIZED SERVICE
Our agents are judged by your satisfaction, not just closing
sales, which is how we deliver an entirely different level of
service to our clients. We know that by focusing on our clients
today, we ensure a bright future for all of us.
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THE TRIPLEMINT PROCESS
PROPERTIES RESEARCHED
80
PROPERTIES MATCHED
68
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS FOR BUYERS
6
SHOWINGS DONE
3
OFFERS

CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

MEET ERIKA
AND ADAM

MEET CHARLOTTE
AND MARISSA

Erika and Adam were looking for a home in Gramercy that
offered them a key to the park and was welcoming to their dog.

This New York-based couple were looking for an apartment
in a boutique building, located in the popular Brooklyn
neighborhoods of Park Slope or Prospect Heights.

Their frustration mounted when their specific search resulted
in extremely limited inventory on the market, and losing out
on a bidding war. In just 14 days, Triplemint’s pre-market team
curated and presented six quality pre-market properties that
met Erika and Adam’s explicit criteria. Ultimately, Erika and Adam
chose three of the properties to view in person, and put in an
offer on the home that best matched what they were looking for.

They wanted an apartment that boasted 10-foot ceilings, a
washer/dryer, and an open kitchen/living concept.
After making the move to Triplemint, Charlotte and Marissa
were able to access more than 120 properties that fit their
criteria, attending 11 showings, and making 3 offers
before landing their dream home.

1

THE TRIPLEMINT PROCESS
PROPERTIES RESEARCHED
902
PROPERTIES MATCHED
128
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS FOR BUYERS

14
SHOWINGS DONE
11
OFFERS
3

ACCEPTED OFFER $1,850,000

ACCEPTED OFFER $1,200,000

Two-Bedroom, Two-Bathroom, Gramercy

Two-Bedroom, Two-Bathroom, Park Slope

152 EAST 22ND STREET

488 3RD STREET

TWO-BEDROOM I TWO-BATHROOM

TWO-BEDROOM I TWO-BATHROOM

GRAMERCY

PARK SLOPE
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STRENGTH
IN NUMBERS

IN THE NEWS
WE’RE IN ALL THE PLACES THAT
BUYERS, SELLERS, AND RENTERS ARE LOOKING.
KEY COVERAGE

100 of the Most Exciting
Startups in New York City

MORE THAN

$2B

MORE THAN

300K

Buyers and sellers in
our pre-market database

Active buyers, sellers, and
renters in our database

OVER

OVER

200
5-star Yelp
reviews

‘It’s Limitless’: More People Moving
To New York City For Retirement

Advice for Home Buyers
with Lynda Baquero

ALSO FEATURED IN

100M
Local advertising
impressions annually
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TESTIMONIALS

GRACE
TRIPLEMINT CLIENT

My offer was accepted because my
Triplemint agent negotiated on my behalf
during a legendary bidding war.

CHARLIE
TRIPLEMINT CLIENT

“

“

“

ERICA
TRIPLEMINT CLIENT

“

This has been the most fluid and
transparent process and I truly cannot
think of any improvements that could be
made. Way to go!

“

“

Because of Triplemint, I got access to my
home before it hit the market, and was
able to make an offer before anyone else
did. I am absolutely in love with my home
and with Triplemint!

YOU WANT THE TEAM
AHEAD OF THE REST
T R I P L E M I N T. C O M
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